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A Resolution urging that microwave radiation exposures, taken together, be
considered illegal, undemocratic, unconstitutional, and antithetical to the
way life should be lived in a free and democratic society, because they
serve as instruments of harm to the general population. They are
instruments of surveillance, intelligence reduction, thought control and
population reduction.
WHEREAS, the United States has no regulatory standards for microwave
radiation intensity that are science-based and protective of human health; and
WHEREAS, the 1996 microwave radiation guidelines adopted by the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) are grossly unprotective of the health and
safety of humans and other living things, and are among the most unprotective
guidelines of any country in the world, serving only the interests of the wireless
industry and not public health; and
WHEREAS, the US has an epidemic of electromagnetic radiation sickness (aka,
EMS) dramatically affecting from six to ten percent of the population, such that
wireless radiation from the usual sources that surround us are almost
immediately sickening, create headaches, eye problems, disoriented thinking,
and other such problems. and
WHEREAS, microwave radiation is also a long term hazard to all who are heavily
exposed and yet people often do not realize that they are being affected; and
the long term effects can include weakened immune function, long term
neurological disorders such as cancer, troublesome infections, circulatory and
heart problems, neurological disorders such as dementia, Parkinson’s disease,
ALS, depression and anxiety, thyroid and other endocrine disorders, infertility,

cataracts and other vision problems, thus toxic, un-natural EMFs such as from
microwave exposure is a leading cause of disability and death; and
WHEREAS, microwave radiation levels today are far greater than those that
were naturally experienced a few generations ago, by a factor of R, that equals
ten to the 18th power. Since a billion is ten to the 9th power, R may be
expressed in words as being a billion times a billion, or a billion billion. The
enormity of this number expresses how far present society has departed from
the conditions under which life on this planet was evolved thus making earth a
different planet from what it used to be; and
WHEREAS, even the magnitude of the ratio R and the high intensities that
people can measure on test meters do not fully express the biological impacts
because the modulation and pulsation of the microwave carrier wave greatly
increases the number of frequencies that the receiving person is being exposed
to, and those myriad frequencies increases the magnitude of the biological
effects that occur; and
WHEREAS, most people are entirely uneducated about these scientific realities,
and their consent to being exposed to this hard-to-avoid microwave radiation is
uniformed and mis-informed, and thus informed consent, a cornerstone of
health freedom, is seriously lacking; and
WHEREAS, cell towers and rooftop cell antennas are a major source of extreme
radiation intensities for those who are within 600 meters and are disabling or
even lethal for those who are withing 300 meters, and yet they are deployed
along highways, near schools and shopping centers, making travel and retail
shopping a major hazard; and
WHEREAS, Wi-Fi provides the constant release of microwave radiation in indoor
environments such as school classroom, offices, homes, buses and other public
transit, and even homes, making such places hotspots of harmful microwave
radiation exposures; and
WHEREAS, those exposed are usually unaware of how and when they are being
impacted by such radiation exposures, and the consumers are almost never
informed of how to avoid such exposures even though there are ways it can be
done; and knowledge of safe, natural alternatives are censored by media and
are not provided by governmental agencies; and
WHEREAS, cordless phones and cell phones are similarly harmful and yet are
ever-present in the indoor and outdoor environments where people spend their
time and compulsively and addictively use these devices; and
WHEREAS, “smart meters” are electric, gas or water meters that send their
send their meter readings to the utility company with the rational of avoiding
the cost and inconvenience of using a human meter reader but the undisclosed
impacts are: 1) a strong source of microwaves radiation is being put on or just
outside of the house or other building, putting a harmful source of radiation
where it is not suspected as being harmful; 2) it also acts as a surveillance

device, gathering and saving information about a usages of electric devices and
selling that information for profit, 3) the electric smart meter presents a fire
hazard where such a hazard didn’t exist before, 4) electric smart meter
imposes an EMF pollution onto the wiring in the house known as “dirty
electricity” which can cause cancer, among other disorders; and
WHEREAS, if an opt-out of a microwave-emitting smart meter is offered at all,
it is always offered with an extra fee, monthly, for having the meter reading
taken in a safe way, thus financially burdening low income and minority people
who are thus deterred from choosing the opt-out for a safe meter; and
WHEREAS, small cell antennas, to accommodate the deployment of 5G
telecommunication, are being built so as to surround the population of the US,
with one or two small cell antennas on every block in every town and city in
every part of the country; and
WHEREAS, the small cell infrastructure is going to produce far more damage to
more people because small cell antennas will be much more densely located
than cell towers and cell antennas and thus will be dangerously closer to a far
greater number of people; and
WHEREAS, driverless cars produce a microwave radiation hazard to all
oncoming traffic and all others using the roads, and not just to those who are
inside of those cars, and
WHEREAS, users of 5G smart phones are reporting dramatic debilitating health
problems including vision problems, headaches, disoriented thinking; the users
are heavily targeted by the small cell’s beam-forming technology, and yet these
5G smart phones are still being heavily promoted by the big media; and
WHEREAS, the buildout of the small cell antennas and usage of 5G is touted as
being very beneficial because of greater bandwidth and much faster speeds of
data delivery, but what is not being disclosed is that it is a surveillance system
that can and will monitor every neighborhood everywhere, and it is a potential
weapons system that can be used to target individuals or groups of people
such as demonstrators protesting against corrupt and authoritarian
governmental policies and practices; and
WHEREAS, frequencies being put out by a small cell antenna can be switched to
higher frequencies such as 90 GHz, which is a military weapon frequency that
can be used for “crowd control” as against lawful demonstrators, and 60 GHz
which knocks the oxygen molecule into an excited state so that it cannot be
taken up by hemoglobin in red blood cells, thus suffocating the victim, making
him/her unable to use the oxygen that is being breathed; and
WHEREAS, climate engineering, aka geoengineering involves the use of weather
as a weapon by our military in a scheme that uses aerosol spraying of metallic
compounds which, after being ionized by sunlight, make the atmosphere more
conductive and more responsive to manipulation by powerful phased-array
antenna systems such as are found at Gakona, Alaska, that put out weather-

altering microwave radiation. This scheme allows weather extremes to be used
as weapons so as to cause severe drought, tornadoes, hurricanes and flooding
so as to harm chosen geographic areas; such a high-tech scheme can be tested
upon an unsuspecting population either foreign or domestic, and can be
deployed long term secretly and with hidden agendas. Unusual and extreme
weather events can be and are ascribed entirely to global warming and climate
change, thus allowing the travesty of these covert action operations from being
exposed, publicly discussed and stopped; and
FINALLY, WHEREAS, the imposition of such microwave exposures constitutes, in
essence, a “mandate” that people have to be microwaved in order to travel to
attend a school, to work in an office or in a retail setting, or even live in a WiFi ridden apartment complex. Like a covid shot mandate or a mandate to drink
fluoridated water, the “microwave mandate” is made possible only by scientific
fraud that covers up the risks and hazards, oversells the benefits, and is made
possible only by a complicit media and by the corrupt regulatory agencies (the
FCC and the FDA) that have been captured by the industry that they are
supposed to regulate.
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the above-mentioned microwave radiation
exposures, taken together, be considered illegal, undemocratic,
unconstitutional, and antithetical to the way life should be lived in a free and
democratic society because they
serve as instruments of harm to the general population as they are instruments
of surveillance, intelligence reduction, thought control and population
reduction; and
BE IT IS RESOLVED IN PARTICULAR THAT;
a) cell towers and rooftop cell antennas should be powered down and
removed because of their extreme hazard to those who are being
exposed to their radiation.
b) airport radar and military radar applications can continue to be allowed
but only on a case of case basis, with careful evaluation of the impacts
on those workers, travelers and nearby residents who are being exposed.
c) Wi-Fi in schools, offices, legislative chambers and all such public spaces,
trains, buses, hotels and other commonly used areas should be phased
out, and replaced with wired internet connection.
d) Cordless phones are inherently unsafe and should be banned.
Similarly smart meters should be banned from all locations in homes and
other buildings where humans will come with 30 feet, and all electric
meters that remain should be required to eliminate the dirty electricity
that they now recklessly cause. Opt-out fees that have been imposed on
utility customers who have chosen to opt out should be immediately
halted.
e) The entire small cell infrastructure should be dismantled as it is not
needed and was built for an insidious totalitarian agenda, a military and
surveillance agenda, and not for the purposes that have been marketed
to the public. No citizens should have to live in neighborhoods where
they are circumscribed by a military surveillance and weapon system

that is pointed at them and that can be used by the controllers at their
will.
f) The climate engineering – geoengineering scheme, which is the epitome
of totalitarianism and corruption, should be halted and public hearings
should be held in which testimony should be allowed to reveal the
harmfulness of the weather-as-a- weapon system and uncover how it has
already been used, for decades, to impact weather and well-being of
people domestically or foreign. Such secretive deployments are
incompatible with a free and democratic society. Tech-based
totalitarianism is just as harmful as pharma-based totalitarianism and so
the buildout of structures and systems that serve the purposes of techbased totalitarianism should be stopped and dismantled, just as surely as
pharma-based totalitarianism needs to be dismantled. Our health and
our freedom require all of that.
THEREFORE, BE IT ALSO RESOLVED THAT the following Voting Members of
the US Health Freedom Congress do affirm that their organizations will work
to stop involuntary exposure to toxic, unnatural EMFs and excessive and
elevated microwave radiation:
America’s Frontline Doctors
Children’s Health Defense
Dental Amalgam Mercury Solutions (DAMS)
ElectromagneticHealth.org
Health Freedom Defense Fund
Health Rights MA
Illinois Freedom Alliance
Minnesota Natural Health - Legal Reform Project
National Health Federation
National Health Freedom Action
National Health Freedom Coalition
NSIR Technologies School of Alternative Healing
Organic Consumers Association
Physicians and Patients Reclaiming Medicine
Robert Scott Bell Show
The Truth About Cancer
Voice for HOPE (Healers Of Planet Earth)
Weston A Price Foundation (WAPF)

